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February 12' 1971

Edson G. Case, Director
Division of Reactor Standards

TURITY POIITr CONIA1102NT DCC313rAIR PROCISM
4

!, This is to confirm our recomendation that a requirement for renoval
' ' of six tendons for examination be included in Alternate Position No. 2

of your proposal dated February 9. Our recommendation is described in
detail in the enclosure.

He have obtained from a major tendon supplier an estimate of the addi- .

tional time required to remove and replace core than one tendon. The
estit.ute is eight to 12 hours par additional tendon; therefore, t.*c
conclude that the extra time required is not significant in comparison
to the increased assurance provided by additional tendon inspection.

!>

. / $ h~ $ .edas-4 *taurence D . Low, Director
Division of Compliance

Enclosure:
Recommendation

cc w/cncl:
' C.K.Bech,DR

i M . M . Mann , DR

h S/.11. llanauer, DR
A". A. Morris, DRL
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BASIS FOR TEUDON IGMOVAL /.ND INSITCTIO':'"

.

A. The type and extent of damage inflicted on the tendon system and the

limited insitu accessibility of the wires require a " proof" in-

spection to produce a high 1cvel of confidence. In-service

incpection can supplement an ef(cetive QA program, but not replace

it.

-

.

B. It is Compliance's position that a minimum of six tendons bc
.

removed.
.

1. Four selected tendons be removed before the concrete surface
,

is hydro cleaned for the f ollouing reasons:

(a) To compare the actual number of damaged uires uith the

number reported by the insitu inspection.

(b) To determine the quantity of debrin which got into the

tendon sheaths.

(c) To determine how deeply the debris penetrated into the

vire bundle.

(d) To qualitatively determine the quantity of water which may

be present in the sheathing because of drill water or rain

water infiltration.
O

(c) To see whether rusting or pitting of the wires has taken

, place.
,

2. Two tendons be removed af ter the dome surface has been hydro*

cleaned by a 5000 psi spray.

.
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(a) To deter'mine if a significant quantity of water has been

trapped in the sheathing. ,

-(b) To determine if a significant quantity of grease has been

washed of f the wires .

. (c) To. determine if partial grease biochage has occur. red in -

,

'

*

I the sheaths.
*

!
' (d) To determine if the hydro spray has washed the fine chips

of concrete into the wire bundles .-

;
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ATTAC11!!ENT 3/
February 18, 1971 .

TURKEY POINT CONTAItDfENT

ACCEPTABLE REPAIR AND SURVEILLANCE PROGRAMS

ALTERNATIVE 1
.

A. TDTDON REPLACEMENT PROGRAM

(1) Remove all ten' dons whose sheaths have been punctured during.

, *
concrete removal.

(2) Perform a detailed examination of all wires and replace
those wires that do not meet tendon wire specification

,

acceptance standards established by the applicant and
acceptable to DRL/DRS.

(3) Re-install tendonc in repaired chenths, replace pro-
tective grease, and re-tension tendons.

,

B. REINFORCE!!ENT STEEL REPLACDfENT PROGR/Ji

Replace all damaged reinforcement stcel that fails to ncet
acceptance standards established by the applicant and acceptable
to DRL/DRS.

,

: C. _ INITIAL PROOF-TEST AND INSPECTION PROGRAM

(1) Perform a proof-test at 1.15 Design Pressure following
completion of dome repairs.

(2) Conduct an examination (and record observations) of the:
'

repaired done during and after the tast, for any evidence
of structural distress and crack patterns, including sound-
inn over the entir3 dome repair area to detect any concrete
delanination. Establish acceptance critoria for this test
and examination that are acceptable to DRL/DRS.

.

D. INSEPVICE SURVEILLANCE PROGRAM

(1) Install permanent structural provisions to facilitate
'

acenas to the dome area for the purpose of inservice
inspe:tions. The clastomeric coating shall not be applied

'

prior to 6 months after initial start of plant operation.
_

'
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Alternative 1 -2- FEB 181971
;

t

t

(2) Conduct examinations of the repaired dome, as described
in C(2) above, 6 months, 12 months, and 36 months after

,

initial start of plant operation. P.ccord observations and,

compare with those obtained during prior examinations.

(3) Conduct tendon lift-off tests, to monitor loss of prostress,
in accordance with the attached " Standard Tendon and Wire
Surveillance Program for Prestressed Concrete Containments
With Greased Tendons". In sunmary, for the dome, this will .

'

require the testing of 3 tendons, 12 and 36 nonths after
initial start of plant operation. The acceptance criteria
and required actions in the event that these criteria are
not net are given in the attachment. The results of the,

tests shall be recorded. ,

(4) Conduct tests and examinations, to detect evidence of
corrosion and other deleterious ef fects, in accordance
with the attachnent discussed in D(3) above. In sunmary,,

for the dome, this vill require the removal, testing, and
examination of one stressed tendon uire from one tendon in
each of the 3 families of donc tendons, 12 nonths and 36 months

j
after initial start of plant operation. The acceptance criteria
and required actions in the event that these criteria are
not met are given in the attachnent. The reoults of the
tests and exaninations shall be recorded.,

,

.

(5) Submit, to the Commission, a detailed report of the results
of the inservice surveillance procram within 3 months
after the completion of those aspects of the program scheduled
to be conducted at 12 nonths and 36 nonths af ter initial
starc of plant operation. These reports will be used for
the purpose of review and possibic revision of the inservice
surveillance program.

*
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February 18, 1971

.

TURKEY POINT CONTAI!DIENT

ACCEPTABLE REPAIR AND SURVEILLANCE PROGPJd1S_

ALTERNATIVE 2
.

.

A. TENDON REPAIR PROGRAM .

(1) Examine the tendons whose shcaths have been punctured during
concrete removal. Record the results of the observations.

Remove a tendon, selected by CO, examine all the wires in the(2)
tendon, and compare the actual number of wirc defects (defined
by criteria established by the applicant and acceptabic to DRL/
DRS) with the number recorded as a result of the observations
made with the tendon in-place. If the nu=ber of defects
fennd by examination of the removed tendon execeds the number
found by examination cf the in-place tendon by more than 20:
reject Alternative 2 and proceed with Alternative 1.

(3) Replace daraned wires in accordance vith criteria established
by the applicant and acceptabic to DRL/DRS.

B. REINFORCEMENT STEEL REPLACEMENT PROG'tA'l

Replace all damaged reinforccment steel that fails to meet
acceptance standards established by the applicant and acceptable
to DRL/DRS.

C. INITIAL PROOF-TEST AND INSPECTION PROGRAM
.

(1) Perform a proof-test at 1.15 Design Pressure following
completion of dome repairs.

(2) Conduct an examination (and record observations) of the
, repaired dome during and after the test, for any evidence
yof structural distress and crack patterns, including sound-|

'

ing over the entire donc repair area to detect any concretc
|

delamination. Establish acceptance criteria for this test * *

and examination that are acceptable to DRL/DRS.'

D. INSERVICE SURVEILLANCE PROGRAM

(1) install permanent structural provisions to facilitate
access to the dome area for the purpose of inservice

| The clastomeric coating shall not be applied
|

inspections.
prior to 6 months aftet initiat start of plant operation.!

.
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Alternative 2 -2- FEB 181971

(2) Conduct exaninations of the repaired dome, as deceribed
in C(2) above, 6 nonths, 12, 24, and 36 nonths after
initial start of plant operation. Record observations and
compare with those obtained during prior excminations.

4

(3) Conduct tendon lift-off tests, to monitor loss of prestress,
in accordance with the attached "Special Tendon and Wire
Surveillance Progran". In su= nary for the dome, this will
require the testing of 12 tendons 6, 12, 24, and 36 months -

- after initial start of plant operation. The acceptance
criteria and required actions in the event that these criteria
are not met are given in the attachment. The results of the
tests shall be recorded.

(4) Conduct tests and examinations, to detcet evidence of
corrosion and other deleterious effcets, in accordance with the
attachnent discussed in D(3) above.

In sunnary for the done, this vill require the removal, testing,
- and examination of one stressed tenden uire from one tendon

in each of the 3 families of donc tendons, 6, 12, 24, and 36
months after initial start of plant operation. The acceptance
criteria and required actions in the event that thene criteria
are not met are given in the attachnent. The results of the
tests and examinations shall be recorded.

*

.

(5) Subnit, to the conmission, a detailed report of the results
of the inservice surveillance program within 3 conths after ,

the completion of those aspects of the program scheduled
to be conducted at 6, 12, 24, and 36 nonths after initial
start of plant operation. These reports will be used for
the purpose of review and possible revision of the inservice
surveillance program.
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February 18, 1971
.

.

STANDARD TENDON AND WIRE SURVEILLANCE PROGRA!!_
.

FOR PRESTRESSED CONCRETE CONTAIN"ENTS U1Til CREASED TENDONS _

I. , TENDON LIFT-OFF TESTS
,
,

The following numbers and types of tendons shall be testedA.
for loss of prestress:

-. .
3 dome tendons; 1 located io each 120' sector (i.e.,(1) three families of tendons) and distributed to provide
representative sampling.

'

(2) 3 vertical tendons; uniformly distributed around the
-

shell circumference.

(3) 3 hoop tendons; one located in cach 120* sector, and
distributed at different elevations to provide representative
sampling.

The tendons shall be tested to ncasure the lift-off forcesB.
(Fat) among cach group of tendon sampics of (A) above and
calculate the ef fective prestress loss (Psi) by substracting
the measured value fron the value at initial tensioninn (Fpi).
The calculated loss chall be norcalized to the nominal value
(Fan), established at time of initial tensioning.

Each of the tested tendons shall be identified with one of theC.
following categorics:

Tendons with not greater than 15%(1) Category I -

decrease in prestress force.
_

Tendons with greater than 15% but icssCategory II -

than 25% decrease in prestress force.

| Tendons with 25% or greater decrease inCategory III -
| prestress forec.' ,j

The reabits of the tests shall be used in the following manner:D.

(1) If all 3 tendons in a group (dome, vertical and hoop).

are determined to be in Category I, the test for that.

' , . group is acceptabic.
, _ . ,

,

| .
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.

(2) If 1 tendon in a group is determined to be in Category II
and the other 2 tendons in Category 1, another sample of 3
tendons in the group chall be tested. If all 3 tendons

in the second sanple are deternined to be in Category I,
the test for the group is acceptabic.

(3) If any 2 tendons in the initial sampic in a group are '

determined to be in Category II, or any 2 tendons in -the
initial plus the second sauple arc determined to be in
Category II, or any tendon is determined to be in Catecory
III, the tcat for the group is unacceptabic and an innediate
report shall be nado to the Commission.

II. TENDO:1 UIRE TESTS A!!D EXAMINATIO!iS

A. The following numbers and types of stressed tendon wires shall
be removed from the tendon groups for test and examination to
detect evidence of corrosion or other deleterious effcets:

(1) Dome Tendons - One from cach of the 3 families of
tendons

.

(2) Vertical Tendons - One from each 120' sector.

(3) llorizontal Tendons - One from the lower third, upper

third, and nid-hcinht of shell.

B. The wires shall be examined for visible evidence of corrosion
or other deletcrious effects, and tensile tests shall be
perforned on three sanples cut from each vire (onc at cach
end, and one at mid-length) of a naxinum length practical for
testing.

C. If any serious deterioration is noted as a result of the tests
and examinations an immediate report shall be nade to the Conmission.

III. FREQUE!!CY OF TESTS AND EXAMINATIONS
c

The tests and exaninations identified in Sections I and II shall be
perfonsed one year and three years af ter the initial start of operation,
and at five year intervals thereafter.

IV. REPORTS

The results of the tests and exaninations nornally shall be provided
to the Commission in accord with standard Technical Specificatica
requirements.

_.
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February 18, 1971

SPECIAI. TENDON AND WIRE SURVEILLAUCE PP.0CRAlt

I. TENDON I.1PT-OFF TESTS

This section is identical to the Standard Program with the following *

exceptions:

Item A.(1) shall bo~ changed to:

(1) 12 donc tendons; 4 each located in different 120* sectors
(i.e., three families of tendons) and distributed to
provide representative sampling.

Iten D shall be changed to:

The results of the tests shall be used in the followingD.
nanner:

(1) If all 12 tendons in the donc group are deternined
to be in Category I, the test fo'- the donc tendons'

is acceptable.

(2) If one tendon in the done group is deternined to
be in Category II and the other 11 tendons in
Category I, another sanple of 12 doec tendons
chall be tested. If all 12 tendons in the ,

second sanple are deternined to be in Category I,
the test for the group is acceptable.

(3) If all 3 tendons in the vertical or hoop group
are deternined to be in Category I, the test
for that group is acceptabic.

(4) If 1 tendon in the vertical or hoop group of
3 tendons is deternined to be in Category I and
the other 2 tendons in Category II, another sample
of 3 tendons in the group shall be tested. If all

3 tendons in the second sampic are deternined to
be in Category I, the test for the group is
acceptable.

If any 2 tendons in the initial sanple in a group(5) are determined to be in Category II, or any 2 tendons
in the initial plus the secor.d sanple -arc Jetermined
to be in Category II, or any tendon is deternined to
be in Category III, the test for the group is
unacceptabic and an imnediate report shall be nade

- to the Counission.
.- - ,
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II. TENDON WIRE TESTS A"D EXA'fINATIONS

This section is identical to the Standard Progran.

III. FREOUE"CY OF TESTS AND EXA'tINATIONS ,
.

The tests and exaninations identified in Sections I and II shall
be perforced 6, 12, 24, and 36 nonths after the initial start

- . of operation.

The detailed results of the tents and exaninations shall be providedV. to the Connission in reports subnitted trithin 3 nonths af ter their
operation.

.

f
.
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